The Gilets Jaunes, A Case of Collective Schizophrenia in France
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the application of the recently confirmed principles in which schizophrenia can first be diagnosed by actually looking at the discursive regime and observing contradictions i.e. taking schizophrenia to the word, a permanent process of self-breaking of the brain. The Gilets Jaunes self-destroyed their brains with the diesel fumes of the cars while agitating their demands against the government; this is the core of a movement that started with a mobilization order against high diesel taxes. Not only they campaigned both for lower taxes and for a stronger governmental welfare system, an obvious contradiction (first criteria) but they degenerated their brains progressively (second criteria). It is a dynamic, a process as in the pure etymology of schizophrein.
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Introduction
Schizophrenia is a process of self-breaking of the brain that is stimulated by the existence of social welfare programmes for those suffering from it. The history of psychiatric management of that disease has shown the implicit awareness of professionals, not eager to involve themselves much with the patients. This is unfortunately exactly as well the experience of the author in this case of the Gilets Jaunes, in spite of an early attempt to help them focus on actual subjects that matter for their own health; it was mentally impossible to get involved with them closely.

Materials and Methods
The natural observation can be described as study programme ex-post as the interactions of the author with the Gilets Jaunes movements have been extremely limited with in particular total absence of participation to any demonstration, any wearing of the Gilet Jaune core dress, any participation even to a picket along a road, any putting of a dress on the front of a car, likewise, strict non-participation to any Gilet Jaune online forum or discussion group. The Gilets Jaunes were observed from cars while driving and passing accidentally near the groups (no deliberate circulation to stay around and observe more) and thanks to the many TV newspieces provided on them.

In Nice and Antibes, the author attempted giving flyers talking among other things of the general dangerosity for health of alpha-emitting nanoparticulates (the flyers underlined among other things the issue of radium 226 in diesel fumes), in October 2018, to some demonstrators (without, again, adopting a gilet jaune dress - half a dozen flyers were given in total, the appearance of the demonstrators very rapidly hindered the desire of the author), this was the sole actual interaction of the author with members of the movement.

Results and discussions
The study confirms the results presented in [1]. The first argument for Gilets Jaunes demonstrators, that started the movement, was about tax policy on diesel, complaining against an increase in diesel tax was the origin. This started the pickets along roads whose purpose then drifted progressively, the movement adopting new causes along the news but with a centerpiece being redistribution and the fight against neoliberalism.

The obvious contradiction between the antitax prop, its semblance of Tea Party, and the actual socialistic motive of most ulterior campaigns of the Gilet Jaune movement exhibits the obvious self-contradictory nature that schizophrenia in its core principle describes and further it is argued that the main point of the militants was actually to picket along roads to inhale the diesel fumes,
exactly as described in [1] with cigarettes. This happened while keeping the gilet jaune dress associated with the cars, reminding of the initial campaign against the diesel taxes showing these were just a derivate implicitly combined with it.

**Conclusion**

There is a fair self-justice dimension in a movement started against diesel taxation that self-imposes self-gassing (they demand it, they get it (the diesel gases with their alpha-emitting Nano particulates in spite of the extremely well-known dangerosity, even without knowing the detailed issues that have been discovered by the author of this paper)). The anti-squeezed behaviour (to use the typology introduced in [2]) also is a simple description as concerns the inclusion of various causes with centrality in news along the core socialistic demands, to rapidly gain visibility with journalists making such news – even the font typically used by demonstrators is anti-squeezed – wide majuscule letters, taking space and using various colours together, expressing passive-aggressiveness by attacking the eye and insulting normal grammar (see also culture of hatred of intelligence, in [1]).

It is also possible to confirm, based on the above observation the implicit argument behind electrotherapy and reduction of drug use, made in [3], because the disincentivization of the disorderous pattern is the obvious aim, the therapists ensuring the mind destruction seeked by the patients. In another way the pattern can be defined as « digestion » (see meat-pollution cycle, in [4]). The subjects are obviously meat-eaters and these pickets are their opportunity to digest their meat, with alpha decay activity in particular (together with some sunray contribution with the shuriken effect described in [5], in the stomach).

Another therapeutic process is suggested by the author, recommended for further experimentation: ensuring blood loss at leg level is likely to ensure gravitational fall of alpha emitters in high amounts and will hence mechanically clarify the brain, helping the subject re-examine him/herself. An extremely Cl- rich brain will resist somehow this but this should nevertheless contribute, in spite of brain retention, in a strong therapeutic facility where no other ways for the subject to inhale alpha emitters are available.

Lastly, the allowance of cigarettes (usually source of Po210) in all mental asylums is deplorable and should definitively come to an end.

**Supplementary remark**

The supplementation of the blood-extracted subjects in medical cannabidiol, after blood extraction, might also be envisionned as a cushion, for cannabidiol's hematopoietic properties allow compensating the pain and damage (see for instance [6]). The professionals would need to strictly select zero-THC strains for that purpose. It is quintessential to extract blood around foot level and to cauterezise before giving to the subject a medical cannabis intake for regeneration. The gravity effect should allow the more heavily contaminated blood to drip out first, so long as the subject is standing through the process.
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